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Transform and unify your global HR and payroll processes with NGA cleaHRsky and enjoy the benefits of increased efficiencies 
across your organization and a cost reduction of 30% compared to traditional solutions. 

With NGA cleaHRsky we focus on the full picture of people, processes, tools and analytics to simplify your business and deliver 
an improved employee experience.  

How NGA cleaHRsky adds value: 

Engage your people 

Anywhere, anytime to drive employee engagement 

 A unified employee experience across HR 
 AskHR: contact an HR expert for any transaction 
 Live employee interaction using social and mobile 

collaboration 

Fully compliant 

The full HR compliance, beyond payroll 

 End-to-end HR, payroll and service center process 
compliance 

 Audited and certified against global standards 
 Continuous compliance updates 

Actionable workforce insights 

Taking analytics to the next level 

 Combining HR, Payroll and Service Center data 
 Preconfigured real-time dashboards 
 Predictive analytics 

Grow and evolve 

Comprehensive and very flexible 

 Start with core HR, grow into payroll, talent, 
analytics, onboarding, etc.  

 Available for single and multi-country organizations  
 Supporting 25 languages and for 188 countries 

Ready to run 

Efficient and parameter-driven service activation 

 Activation of core HR in 14 weeks 
 HR-as-a-Service transformation services readily 

available in a best practice service catalog 
 Interfaces, integrations, documentation and process 

maps available from day 1 

Secure and reliable 

Your data is in good hands 

 Applying the highest standards in terms of security 
and compliance 

 Integrated HR solution powered by HR software  
and HR services leaders 
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NGA cleaHRsky 

At NGA HR, our mission is to innovate HR and payroll for today and tomorrow. We help our clients  
deliver seamless workforce services and empower HR as a strategic partner to drive data-driven decisions. 
As a result, HR leaders can offer better employee experiences, attract and retain talent more easily,  
manage the employee life cycle and support the globally connected, agile workforce. 

www.ngahr.com 

 

Real engagement. Real insights. Real results. 

Just having more data isn’t enough anymore; applying meaningful insights from your data is key and a must for today’s HR 
professionals, business leaders and managers. NGA cleaHRsky is built to deliver strategic workforce insights across HR, pay, 
time, talent and benefits, equipping your people and synchronizing your workforce decisions in new ways. 

With NGA cleaHRsky, you get the insights you need to make strategic workforce decisions and grow your people 
tomorrow by combining HR, payroll and service center data: 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Michael Cook, HRaaS and Security Research Director, HfS Research. 

 
 
 
 
 
Find out more… 
NGA Human Resources 
www.ngahr.com/cleaHRsky 

“One of the issues we hear from buyers when implementing cloud-based HCM technology is that they often end up with similar 
functionality and HR processes to what they had on their legacy systems. NGA cleaHRsky offers an easy to consume solution to 
this problem, allowing organizations to get the best out of SAP SuccessFactors implementations in a “plug & play” format.  
At HfS, we believe that NGA cleaHRsky embodies many of the ideals of the As-a-Service Economy, and is a bold step forward in 
the HRaaS market.”  


